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Tl![ I If\ ILE METI 10D or CL/\SS I C/\L 
GUITAR C0NSTRUCTI0~ 
(outline) 
The modern classical guitar evolved from a variety of string instruments 
played in medieval Europe. Spain became the leading country for guitar making 
in the sixteenth century and continues today as a leader in this field . 
Antonio de Torres Jurado (1817-1892) •is said to have done more than any 
other luthier to develop the modern classical guitar. He was an active Spanish 
luthier from 1850 until his death . Torres guitars were quite different from 
those of his predecessors. His guitars were general ly larger than earlier 
instruments but more importantly he developed and used a fan strutting pattern 
for the top which is still widely used today . 
There were several other early luthiers who contributed to the development 
of the classical guitar after Torres' death. These include makers such as 
Vincente Arias (1840-1912), Jose Ramirez I (1857-1923), Manuel Ramirez (1866- -_/ 
1942), and Santos Hernandez (1873-1942). ~-
Even though Spain is still considered the center of classical guitar ______-,;,-= 
construction, there are luthiers in other countries who con~tributed to the 
instruments development. Hermann Hauser (1882-1952) a German, was one of the 
most influential makers of the twentie~h century. Robert Souchet, a French 
maker; Masaru Kohno, a Japanese maker and Hascal Haile, an American are aet-m'7fi:<o.>.S"f 
makers of pro1:iinance . 
. u)wY 
Hascal Haile has beell a master wood craftsman for over 50 years. He 
worked primarily in furniture and cabinetmaking until 1968. S}p~ 1968 (at 
the age of 58) he began to hand make classical and steel string guitars as a 
full time occupation. Mr. Hai le~ made over 400 guitars since 1968 and a 
list of his customers reads like 11 Who 1 s Who of Guitar Playing". He-tm:s made 
instruments for such players as Chet Atkins, Roy Clark, Bobby Goldsboro, 
Porter ~Jagoner, Dolly Parton, Hank Snow, Waylon Jennings, Jerry Reed, Tom 
Jones, John Johns, Paul Yandell, Ray Cummings, ·and John Knowles. H<., 1-1.At(..,~ 
"'Dl~l? t,-r- U.tS J U,..,,,,_,,a. ~_.,:t,N.i, Tl-1'~ i---,;,v-.-l o.c ot--f'1>3G,z_ 1q9f.,. 
Mr. Haile work~ith his wife in a relatively small basement shop in hi s 
home in Tom~kinsville, Kentucky. He developed his guitar construction tech-
niques largely on his own. He did not work as an apprentice or have a teacher. 
He had to rely upon his woodworking and musical judgement, what he could read, 
and what guitar players had to say about his products. He attributed much of 
his success in guitar making to the help and advice given him by Chet Atkins 
and Basil Gural. Mr. Haile's guitars ~ evolved since 1968 to be comparable 
to the very best in the world in the judgement of many. He continuesl to seek 
\iays to 'improve his instruments and his guitars ~s~l-v+Rg. Tre_c~ 
s t ru c_tian.. me.tho.d-s-- 1:)-re s-en teH-R--t-he- P!§e5=t.Qat-£0J. l mf-are- th-e-met-hods-- he ·was 
us ing_ i o J 9 Z 9- 11eJlas-,-no-eorrt5t, ch a ng~tt--h4-s- ted:1ll-l-Q-1:1e.-s-s--0mewhat-s.i.nce-th i s 
m.c!.t.e.r:.:i-a+-was....1o1.r::itten . ·---
CLASSICAL GUI TAR DESIGN 
The basic ports of il classic guitar h,1ve not chawJcd si<Jnificantly since 
Torres introduced fan strutti ng in the laLcr part"' of the nintccrith century. 
The drawing on page 3 identifies the basic parts of a modern classic guitar. 
Over the years luthiers have experimented with many s~btle modifications in 
guitar parts in an attempt to improve the instruments quality. 
_ The ultimate goal of a luthier is to make an "excellent" guitar. If you 
attempt to explain the characteristics of an "excellent" guitar you will soon 
realize that it is difficult to do. Such variables as loudness, projection, 
sweetness of tone, balance, sustain, noting accuracy, action, craftsmanship 
and beauty may all enter into ones definition. ~fo must also re111e111ber that 
judgements about the sound quality of a guitar are based upon the sensitivity 
of human hearing, and how well the output of a particular guitar matches or 
mismatches with human hearing over the frequency band of its output. 
The playing conditions into which a guitar is placed also influence 
evaluations of quality. A guitar player with powerful fingers can bring out 
sounds from an instrument which would be impossible for other players to achieve . 
Some instruments may be excellent for recording and close intimate performances 
while others are well suited for large concert halls or group performances. 
Therefore, it is safe to say that guitars may be excellent for some situations 
and not so good for others, and there are some guitars that are not much 
good for anything. 
A good luthier is one who can produce a guitar that will fit a particular 
musicians style of playing and at the same time respond well in the playing 
situations it will most often be placed. Good l uthiers can control and modify 
many of the variables which effect sound and they do this in a variety of 
ways. 
An a.coustic guitar's body is its amplifier. This fact can be easily 
observed if you pluck the strings of a solid body electric guitar without an 
amplifier, you will barely be able to hear the notes. If you place the same 
strings on- an acoustic guitar and tune them properly you will be able to 
irrrnediately notice an increase in amplification when the strings are plucked 
or stru11111ed. The sound which is emitted from an acoustic guitar i s a function 
of the main wood resonance which i s determined by the structure of the guitar 
body, mainly the top; and the Helmholtz resonan·ce which is determined by the 
internal volume of the guitar body coupled with the area of the sound hole. 
The structure of the guitar body, parti cularly the top, has been the area of 
most experimentation by luthiers over the years. 
Since the body size of an acoustic guitar is an important variable in 
determining the sound of a guitar it is interesting to compare a sample of 




top or tule 
back brau 
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Tl II-: l'.-\KTS OF .-\ CI..-\SSIC.\1. (il IT.-\R 
upper buut 
/urr(r bu11I 
I. .Design an<.l construction (general inf ormation) 
A. Mode rn cl assic guita~ sizes 
l. Body size ranges : 
c l assic guitars . 
,, 
Data compiled from a study of 24 modern 
(a) Upper bout : 24 cm (9.448") to 29cm (11.417") 
average upper bout 27.525cm (10.836") 
(b) i~aist: 20.5cm (8 .07") to 24 . 3cm (9.566") 
average v1aist 23.404cm (9.214") 
(c) Lower bout: 34.5cm (13 .58") to 38cm (14.96") 
average lower bout 36.18cm (14.245") 
(d) Depth range: 
(1) Upper bout: 8.3cm (3.26") to 10cm (3.937") 
average ,9.258cm (3.64") 
(2) Lovier bout: 9.2cm (3.62") to 10.7cm (4.212") 
average 9.975cm (3.927") 
2. Overal l l ength range: 
96cm (37.795") to 104cm (40.94"), average 99.054cm (38.997") 
3. Sca l e l ength range: 
64cm (25.197") to 67cm (26.378") 
most common scale l ength: 65cm (25.59") 
B. Ha il e cl assic guitar sizes 
1. Hai l e standard classic: 
(a) Body size: 
( l ) Upper bout: 27 . 94cm ( 11 ") 
( 2) ~Ja is t: 24. 13cm (9.5") 
(3) Lower bout: 37 .98875cm (14.5625") 
(4) Depth upper bout: 9. 52cm (3.75") 
Depth lower bout: 10. 79cm (4 .2~") 
(b) Overall l ength : 99.695cm (39.25") 








2. Haile small classic: 
(a) Body size: 
(1) Upper bout: 27.30cm (10.75") 
(2) Waist: 22.86cm (9 11 ) 
(3) Lower bout: 36.195cm (14.25") 
(4) Depth upper bout: 8.89cm (3.5") 
Depth lower bout: 10.16cm (4") 
(b) Overall length: 98.425cm (38.75") 




CLASS IC .GUITAR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
The species starred below(*) are the ones used nmst often by Mr. Haile. 
BACKS: 
Species: *East Indian rosewood, Brazilian rosewood, maple 
Grain: Quarter sawed vertical grain, book matched 
Rough Size: 5/32 x 8 x 22 
SIDES: 
Species: Same as backs 
Grain: Quarter sawed vertical grain, book matched 
Rough Size: 5/32 x 4 3/4 x 30 
TOPS: 
Species: *European white spruce, Sitka spruce, Western red cedar 
Grain: Quarter sawed, book matched, 12 to 16 growth rings per inch 
Rough Size: 5/32 x 8 x 22 
NECKS: 
Species: Brazilian or *Honduras mahogany, hard maple 
Grain: Quarter sawed, straight grained 
Rough size: Neck i peg head, 4/4 or 5/4 x 3 1/4 x 30 
Heel blocks, 4/4 or 5/4 x 3 1/4 x 32 
BRIDGE: 
Species: *East Indian rosewood, Brazilian rosewood, ebony 
Grain: Straight, quarter sawed 
Rough Size: 3/8 x 1 3/8 x 8 
FINGERBOARD: 
Species: *Ebony, East Indian rosewood, Brazilian rosewood 
Grain: Quarter sawed, straight grain 




( TOP BRACING: 
( 
( 
Species: *Sitka spruce, European white spru~e scraps 
Grain: Quarter sawed vertical grain 
BACK BRACING: 
Species: Brazilian or *Honduras mahogany, Sitka spruce 
Grain: Quarter sawed vertical grain 
TOP LINING BLOCKS: 
Species: *Basswood, Brazilian or Honduras mahogany 
BACK LINING: 
Species: Brazilian or *Honduras mahogany, basswood 
BINDING: 
Species: Brazilian or *East Indian rosewood 
TAIL BLOCK: 




GUITAR MOLD CONSTRUCT ION 
,,, ·\ 
Unlike most Spanish guitar makers Mr. Haile use& a mold during the assembly 
of a guitar. The use of a mold helps to control the accuracy of the body shape 
from one guitar to the next . Mr. Haile's guitars ha~ a consistant shape and 
~e symetrical. 
A separate mold must be fab r icated for each guitar body size. The procedure 
for making a mold for a classic guitar is outlined below. 
1. Prepare a half pattern of the guitar body using 1/8" or 1/4" hardboard . Refer 
to the master pattern for proper size ~nd shape. 
2. Prepare four pieces of 3/4" interior (fir) plywood 18" x 23". 
3. Laminate the four 18" x 23" pieces of plywood together usin9 urea resin or 
.l iquid hide glue and clamps . 
4 . Prepare a piece of 3/4" interior (fir) plywood 18" x 30". This piece will be 
used to make the back or bottom of the mold . 
5: Secure a piece of plastic laminate 18" x 30". Glue the laminate to one side of 
the plywood back using contact cement. 
6. Layout a center line and the guitar body outl .ine on the mold. 
10 
'3" t('' ~~-- MOL0 O UTLlr..le'. I 6 . L 
O(ITS U> E BODY OUT L INE. 
( 
I 
7. Layout the neck gate on the mold. 
IJ" 1v i de. 
-,ft. 




8. Drill two 1/2" diameter holes, centered on gate layout as shown bel ow. These 
holes shou l d be dril l ed through the entire l aminated assembly . 
11 
---r i_ DRl._LL 
9. Carefully saw out the inner portion of the mold using a bandsaw. It is very 
tmportant that the bandsaw is cutting squarely without bl ade drift . 
10. Bandsaw off the waste wood on the outside of the mold blank . 
11 . Glue 2, 1/2" x 3" dowel rods to the gate block. 
Two ..!. x 3 oow~LS 
2. 




12. Sond and smooth the in terior of the 11101d. Use a drum sander if one is available, 
otherwise smooth by hand . . The inner walls of the mold should be square and 
smooth. Serious voids should be filled with some type of wood filler {plastic 
woo~, etc.) and smoothed out square. , 
13. Secure the mold back or bottom to the upper part of the mold temporarily with 
about four f lO l 1/ 2'' flat head wood screws. Mak~ provisions for approximately 
8 equally spaced screws but install only four for temporary assembly. Be sure 
that these screws will not interfere with the bolt holes to be drilled in step 
number 16 below. 
14. Layout the outside shape of the mold on the mold back leaving an extension 
for the neck as shown below. 
,, 
GA'TE! WIOTH 
15. Remove the back from the mold and saw the back to shape on a bandsaw. 
16. Layou_t bolt holes on the mold, 1 1/2" OC about 3/8" in from inner edge of 
the mold. The mold will require approximately 37 holes. 
17. Screw the back to the mold with 8, number 10, 1 1/2" screws. 
18. Drill the bolt holes {1/4 11 orS/16" diameter) using a drill press. These holes 
must go through the entire assembly, therefo~e, a long drill bit is required. 
19. Carefully locate and scribe a permanent center line on the mold back and at 
the ends of the upper and lower bout. 
20. Locate a sound hole on the mold back. Center of sound hold is 5 7/8" down 
from the upper bout end. Sound hole diameter is 3 1/8". 
21. Cut out the sound hole in the mold back using a fly cutter in a drill press. 
This hole will serve as a access and observation hole during assembly. 
( 
13 
22. Prepare a mold sh im from 1/8" hardboard as shown below. 
B 
A 
j_ r7.·-- .. 
- 100 222222 ; , er: 
Tr,-1 
SHIM ..S E C TION 
,, 
S~HM TAPE.~S F RON\ "A,. TO 
.. 6" 8E=\tJ6 TKICKIH'. SS OF 
CARDBOARD IN ~ 2.3 AT ''8'' 
23 . Prepare cardboard mold i nsert for upper part of mo ld . The cardboard which 
comes on sandpaper packages is the proper thickness and works well . See 
sketch bel ow. 
CARDBOARD IN S ERT 
~AR.D00AR,D SHIM 
24. Thirty seve11 ~" curriage bolts, 1/4" or 5/16" dia111eter, and wing nuts for 
each should be obtained. 
14 
25. Thirty seven or forty bolt blocks 5/16" x 15/l Ej." x l 3/8" should be prepared. 
Refer to the sketch below. 
I S 
OR.\LL 4 OR lo DI.A. 
N OTJ:::. 
SL \C:,1-rTl..'< R_oUt..iD 
ALL l:OGE:S 
26. ' Eighteen to twenty blocks 3/4" x 5/8" x 4 3/4" 
Refer to the sketch below. 
27. With reasonable care this mold should be useful for many guitars. It may 
be the only one you will ever need for this particular guitar size. 
( 
( 
CLASSIC GUITAR N~CK CONSTRUCTION 
Several decisi ons must be made before the actual construction of the guitar 
neck is begun. Scale length~ neck width and thickness, and peg head design must 
be established. 
J ~ 
Mr. Haile useSi seal e lengths of 25 5/8" and 26" . He usua 1 ly use.1 the short 
scale for small bodied classic guitars and the longer scale for his large classic 
guitar. A table of five different scale lengths is provided on page 18. 
Classic guitar necks are wider and somewhat thicker than steel string guitar 
necks. They never have adjustable truss rods as do some steel string guitars. 
The neck for a classic guitar should be no narrower than 2" at the nut and may be 
as wide as 2 l/8 11 • A 2" neck is a comfortable width for most players and is the 
width used most often by Mr. Haile. The fret board for a typical Haile guitar will 
taper from 2" at the nut to 2 1/2" at the sound hole. The finished thickness of 
the neck including the fret board thickness will vary from 7/8" to 15/16" with 
15/16" being most common. 
The design of a classic guitar's peg head should be unique to the guitar 
maker. Peg heads become somewhat li ke a trade mark for a guitar maker. (Refer 
to the peg head examples below) · 
HAlLE 1-lAUSER FLETA RAM\RE:Z. 
Guitar makers should .carefully design a peg head which is unique and continue 
to use this head design on each classic guitar they make . An example of a peg 
head layout is shown on the fol lowing page. The area above the slots is the 
portion of the head to redesign. The slotted portion is fixed and determined by 




USING A RATIO or: 17.1317113 
\ 
·.. ,,/ ' :.. 
' -. ,-'U -~ ( 
.,, , 
FRET (26.125) (26) ' (25.87$) (25.75) (25.625) 
0 ·. · 26 1 /8 1. 466 26. l . 45~ 25 7/8 25 3/4 25 5/8 
1 24.659 1.383 24.541 l. 37'V 24.423 24.304 24. 186 
2 23.175 1.306 23 .16f 1. 300 23.052 22 . 941 22.829 
3 21 .968 1. 232 21 .863 1. 227 2l. 758 21.653 21 .548 
4 20.735 l . 163 20.636 1 • 158 20 . 538 20.438 20 . 339 
5 19. 572 1.093 19.478 1.0932 19. 384 19.291 19. 197 
6 18.473 1.037 18.385 1. 032 18. 296 18.203 18. 120 
7 17 .436 .979 17.353 .974 17. 269 17. 186 17. 103 
8 16 .458 . 924 16.379 . 919 16.300 16.221 16. 143 
9 15. 534 .872 15. 460 . 868 15. 386 15.311 15.237 
10 14.662 .823 14.592 .819 14. 522 14.452 14.382 
11 13. 839 . 777 13.773 . 773 13. 707 13.641 13.574 
12 13 .0625 .733 13.000 . 730 12.9375 12.875 12.813 
13 12.329 .692 12.270 .689 12. 211 12. 152 12 .093 
14 11 . 637 .653 l 1. 582 .650 11 . 526 11.470 11.415 
15 10. 984 .616 11 . 932 .614 10. 879 10.827 10.774 
16 10 .368 .582 10.318 .579 l O. 268 l O. 218 10.169 
17 9.786 .549 9.739 .547 9.692 9.65 9.599 
18 9.237 . 518 9. 192 .516 9 .148 9.104 9.060 
19 8. 718 8 .676 8.634 8.593 · 8. 551 
NOTE: 
The 12th fret is always center of scale (nut to saddle). 
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Ned Construction 0utl i tH' 
1. Select and prep,:ire quarter sa1ved mahoguny for th~ neck. The stock should 
have a rough thickness of 1 l/811 to 1 1/4". Face and surface this material 
to a th i ckness of 15/16" or 1". Refer to the sketch below. 
/,,..---------- - ---- -----,--------T ,,__ __________ __ __,c__/ ____ __,,/ 
I 
NECK. ~ 31 
_L / . ,~-- - ---------------- ...1.--- - ----Y V 
1-4- ------- 2..0 ----- ----+;----- - 1 O ---~""I' I 
./ ./ / ./ / 
l➔E:.E. L. 9L..OCKS 
' 
/ 
2. Cut the 8" bl ocks to l ength and carefully hand sand the faces of the blocks to 
pr oduce perfect joints. 
3. Cut a 10" block off of the 30" neck blank. This will be the peg head block. 
4 . Layout the 21° angle for the peg head on the 10" block. You may 1-1ant to 
prepare and use a layout template such as the one shown below . · 
T EM PL A T E 
5. Saw the 21° angle on the 10" block using a bandsaw. 
6. Joint the angled surface of the 10" block on a jointer using a jig such as 
t he one shown bel ow. 
._NAIL STOCK 10 cJ IG IN WASTI:: 
FEED -4CJ------





7. Glud SJnJ the j0i11L12d surfuce 011 the 10" blod with 100 ~rit µl1µer by hu11J to 
produce a good surface for gluing and a perfect joint. Refer to the illustration 
below. 
SANOPAPi= R. 
8. Locate the peg head block 3/4 11 to 111 from the end of the neck blank. Use 2 
sma 11 na i1 s or brads to II scotch II the peg head. These brads shou 1 d be pl aced 
no farther i n than 1/411 from the edge of the neck blank so the holes they make 
can later be cut away. 
SN\A\..L NAI L.S TO 
l •1 
Tt-t P.N -4 FROM 
"~C.OTCtt", NO MO~E. 
E 06E '> 
9. Make an aluminum device such as the one shown below to help keep the c-clamps 
from slipping when gluing the peg head. 
I ~ 3 ..f 
I If 






' 0 . Make a dry run with clamps on the peg assembly . 
21 
11. When the dry nm is satisfuctory remove the clamµs and apµly fresh ly 111ade, thin 
hot animal glue to t he surfaces -to be joined. Tap the brads in place and apply 
4 small c-clamps. Allow to dry. Refer to the dtawing below. 
NOTE~ 
APPL.'( PRESSUR.E. TO JOINT ONLY 
ALIJM. J 16 FROM # 9 
12. Locate an approximate 12th f~et line on the neck using a fret stick or fret 
ruler as show below. 
FRST 
13. Position the heel blocks using the 12th fret mark as a guide. The end of the 
blocks should be approximately 3" from the 12th fret mark as shown below. 
( 
! ,' . . _ . 
. ~ 
/ 
f 14. GliJC' the her.l blocks in pl«cr. using fr r sh, tilin, hot «nimill 9luc ilnd ~ or more 
C-cla111ps. 13e careful with 'the alignment of the blocks. They t end to slide 
(_ 
badly after glue is applied. ; 
15. After glue has dried on heel blocks remove the clamps and scrape away excess 
dried glue. 
16. Square up the neck blank on a jointer. The face of the neck, which will later 
receive the fingerboard, should be on the same plane as the face of the peg 
head and these faces should be square with the edges of the neck. 
17. Locate and mark a center line on the neck blank. 
18. Layout the heel shape on the blank .as shown below. 
~12TH F RE.T L \NE: 








20. L,yl1ut. the t.1\/l) cuts fo,· till' _ ~111i t;1r sidt'S llll t.lll' nl'ck ht'el block ;i s sla1w11 
bel 01<1. 
TOP CURVE. 
f( I It 
.!_ TO - WIDTH l'Z..TH FRE:T L-INE 
'" 4 21. Saw out the two cuts in the ~eel for the sides using a bandsaw and two special 




1A B\...E ~ u 
NOTE: These cuts should be from 3/16" to 1/4" wide. They will touch the 
center line on the bottom of the heel and be approximately l 1/4" 






( 22. Cut away the remaining waste wood on the heel using a sma11 bandsa1,J. 
( 
23. Shape the heel using a hand grinder with a burr ,; a knife and a file. Sand 
through 220 grit. 
24. Layout the neck and peg head using the center line as reference. 
25. Prepare maple and rosewood laminates for the peg head. The rosewood laminates 
(2 required) should be a little less than 1/1611 thick and the mapl e laminates 
1/2811 to 1/4011 thick. 
26. Cut the peg head to final thickness (3/4 11 ) using a straight bit in an over-arm 
pin router or a high speed drill press. Refer to the sketch below. 
27. 
I' STAA\G\·t'T ROUTER 6\i 
R01.rreR 'TAS\...E. 
Lamina te the veneers to the peg head. You can· use small brads in waste wood -fl 
to prevent slipping . Use special glue blocks which will not stick to the ;17 
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25 
28. Tri.m dry li1111inntes to reg head. 
29. LJyout peg head shape again on the rose~vood usitJ.9 the center line as reference. 
Cut the outside taper on a bandsaw and smooth to finished width. 
30. Layout the bottom peg head curve. 
31. Shape the base of the peg head using a knife and file. 
32. Select the tuning machines (machine heads). 
33. Layout the holes for the tuning machine roll ers . This layout must be carefully 
done. 
34. Drill holes for machine head rol lers in a drill press using a shim as shown 
below. The hole diameter wi l l be approximately 7/16", however this will vary 
sometimes with different tuning machines. - t• L~ 
()16.•· '"' ··-~ 
(J 
7" 
16 DR\LL, DEPTH Ol=TERMlNe.D 
BY ~OW...~R L~N~T~ 
PRILL. PR~SS' TA8L& 
35. Fit the tuning machines by tapping them in place and then cutting away rivet 
areas with a smal l chisel so heads will seat absolutely flush. 
36 . Layout and cut slots for tuning machines . Use a portable router and a specia l 
router guide to make the cuts. 
37 . Layout the head design above the slots and saw out using a band saw and the 






38. File and Sillld th<' pcq hr.i'ld to finishr.cl shc1re . 
39. Cut out the 1/8" recess on the top of the heel block. This recess is for the 
guitar top. The simplest way to make this cut i~ to set up a jointer for 
exactly 1/8" depth of cut. Clamp a stop block to the fence to stop the cut. 
Make the jointer cut and finish out the rounded part of the cut square with 




40. The neck is now ready to have the sides fitted to it. It will be left in its 
present condition until after the guitar body is finished. It will be shaped 
to its final dimensions after the fret board has been installed. 
2(, 
l 
! CLASSIC GUI TAR SI DES 
Fabrication and Bending Procedure : ,, 
l. 
~ J 2 • ( • 090 II .J.- • 002 II) I • , _ n ♦♦ • { ~ Plane or sand the sides to f i nal t hickness. + • -
·) \ 3. Cut the sides to rough length , 30" to 32" . , ~ -~~ ~-... f\'te-2./"'e 
Select wood for the sides and the back at the s~me ti me. It would be best 
if the sides and the back were cut from the same piece of wood , however, 
t his is frequently impossible . The grain and color of the s ides and back 





4. Edge one edge of each side straight on the jointer. This stra ight edge d .N wi l l be the part of the sides whi ch is glued to the guitar top. Be sure 
j to remember that the sides should be book matched when they are i nstall ed •· on the guitar . 
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J 5. Lay off the taper of the sides as shown belm-1. /Jl { 
~~ M .i ~ -
,. T ~ ' i-- . ~ ,. 4 v""". , l .L, 4L JL 
( 
~ ,-.- ,-•?,;,{ A ¥. . ~ I ~ 
\l 3 2, "} !),~ \n-tA .,_. ~ 4. ;(J T 
f, '1--- f _[_ ( 
. t- ;./~ T o CT~ 'P ,_,, T ·~ I ~ O"i ~ ~ -j 
6. Saw off the tapered edge on the sides us i ng a bandsaw. 6-t t " 
7. Edge t he bandsawed edges with one light cut on a jointer. 
8. Cut a smal l notch on each side on t he stra i ght edge . Thi s notch will serve 
as a identifyi ng mark for th~ straight edge when bending . L;...:.~G -l?-t..-,,,,c;_,< r,/r 
~ .. t,-1 ~~-~.. ,.,.:(..,1,,Z. , t 7- '<- .... •" -:Ci. 
9./Place one side in the be4-ttng tank and~ approx imately ~ hours . · ~ 
b 
5-ijrQ that tbe side is always ,overQd by ~.·atet= du1 i119 bo-i"i 11'!J . At the same 
/) time you start a side in the ~ tank .you should turn on the heat on 
~ / ~- ~ the bending mold so i t wi l l be suffi ci ently hot when boili ng is complete. 
;,,·/10. Remove the side from the boiling tank and turn off the hot plates. 
~ 11 . Quickly place the boil ed si de in the hot bendi ng mol~'. - ~''i.-
1 -l:C;,;-
12 . Cook the side in t he bending mold approximately fth"!e ~~rs then t urn off 
the mold heat . Leave t he si de i n the mold until t he mold has reached room 
temperature. (5 to 6 hours) 
13. Remove the side from the cool mold and irrrnediately cl amp i t t o one side 
of your assembly mold. Use the 3/4" x 5/8" x 4 3/4" blocks and C-clamps 
! 
( to clamp the side to tl;e mold . r lace the blocks about every three inches, 
or at least be sure that the side is firmly fitted against the mold. 
Caution: The portion of the side which projects above the mold is very 
vulnerable, it is easy to split (scissor) . Be Careful . 
( 
14. Repeat the above procedure with the second side bein9 sure to carry 
out the book matching idea. 
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CLASSICAL GUITAR TOP FABRICATION 
Fabrication Procedure: ---·-__ .., . - - - - ·- - . . - ··- · . - . . 
l. Select book matched, quarter sawed, European or Sitka spruce for the 
top. Machine sand the faces of the top boards lightly so you can see 
the grain pattern. 
2. Locate the edges which should be joined together to produce the best top 
appearance. 
-3. Prepare the joint using light cuts on a sharp jointer. Strive for a 
perfect joint -- not a spring joint. 
4. Make a dry run on the joint assembly with clamps. 
5. When the dry run is satisfactory apply thin hot glue to both halves of the 
joint, "saw" the edges together to remove excess glue, and clamp as shm-Jn 
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6. Allow the top to dry. 
7. Remove clamps and machine sand or plane the top on both sides. The objective 
here is to simply get the faces of the top flat. You should leave the top 
over thickness now (.100 to .110).::. . . -' :' -1 \ j 
8. Lay out a center line on both sides of the top. Try to make the center 
joint the center line . 
9. Select a face side. 
( 
10. Layout Lhe outline of the outside edges of the top using a t empl ate. 
11. Saw out the outline of the top using a bandsaw. Sand the edges of the 
top until it fits into the assembly mold. ~ 
12. Locate the center of the sound hole 5 7/8" from-the end of the upper 
bout. 
13. Select a sound hole rosette (inlay} . 
14. 
15. 
Tack the top to a 3/4" _plywood back board for support. Use four small 
brads or tacks in the waste .,.,ood in the center of the sound hole. Be 
sure that the backing board is flat and uniform in thickness . 
{I ·" ~ 
Set up a fly cutter in the drill press. _ yvl--{ ~ .t,:y( 4 •_.-e·c....--l). 1.Vi' I 
16. Clamp the top and its backing board firmly to the drill press table. 
V 
17 . Cut the groove for the sound hole rosette starting with the outside first. 
The cut depth should allow the inlay to be perfectly flush with the top 
30 
or just slightly below flush. ,~ [;J--' 




Cut until inlay fits exactly. 
Reset the fly cutter and cut out the 
should ·be 3 l /8". 
,, t)t7..,L,~ .... tA I 
sound hole.~ sound hqle op~ning 
..!,... .:-:::.- ,. - ·. _ ... _ .:-... -- ,,. ✓-~ -
5~:. ::,•.- :_~ . ; : :. =~~ .. : ~ ..- '--; ! 
Glue in the sound hole rosette using circular clam~ing blocks ab6ve t~~ 
inl ay and as a back up under the top. Clamp through the sound hole using 
about seven small C-clamps. Be sure to put \'lax paper between the clam~ing 
blocks and the inlay. 
21. Allow the glue to dry at least over night. 
22. Carefully sand the top surface of the top flat, remove as little wood as 
possible. Turn the top over and sand it to fina l thickness from the back 
side. The final thickness should be .090" plus or minus.002". 
23. After the top is sanded it is easily damaged. Protect it when storing and 
handling. 
24. Layout the top struts as shown in the drawing on the following page . 
C,.E NTER B~\DOE R,e.ltJF=OR.CE.Met-ST 
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25. Cut out a circular piece of Sitka spruce for a sound hole reinforcement 
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FU'-'- S\%6. Se.c.~tON OF 
ReltJFORC.eN\EN1' APTl::R 
TRlMMING 
26. Glue in the sound hole reinforcement through the sound hole on a strutting 
table using about seven small C-clamps and hot glue. After drying trim 
the reinforcement to finished shape. 
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28. Fabricate the two large struts for the top. One of these struts is 
straight on the bottom and the other one has a curved bottom. Prepare 
the curved bottom strut using a special jig and the over-arm pin router. 
The parabolic shape of the top of these struts can be formed by sanding 
on a belt sander. 
29. Cut the two large struts to rough length. They should overhang the top 
about 1/8" on each side. 
30. Prepare the wood for the fan struts. Use quarter sawed Sitka spruce. 





31. Cut the parabolic shape on the toµ of the fan struts using a special 
portabk l'\)Llter set-up .. 
32. Locate and glue in tl1c two l.:irge struts above and below the sound hole. 
33 . Locate and glue in the bridge reinforcement piece. Trim the ends of the 
reinforcement piece after the glue dries. 
34. Prepare a 1/28" mapl e la111inate to be glued in the upper µart of the 
upper bout. 
35. Glue in the upper bout maple reinforcement as shown below. 
RUBBER 
-ro s-rRUTTING> eoP.RO OP 
36. Cut the fan struts to finished lengths. 
-37. Cut notches in the bottom edge of the fan struts to fit over the bridge 
reinforcement . A small table saw is useful for cutting these notches. 
38. Glue the fan struts to the top with hot animal glue. 
39. Trim the top fan struts. The more trimming you do the louder the guitar 
will be and the "boomier" the bass. Excessive trimming should be avoided 
since it seriously weakens the top plate. It is better to l eave the 
struts heavier than you think necessary at first. You can always trim. 
them through the sound hole after the guitar is assembled. 
40. Sand the fan struts after trimming with 220 paper. 
41. Finish shaping the large struts around the sound hole, and sand. 
42 . Install the two small struts beside the sound hole, glue trim and sand. 
33 
43. The top is not ready for installation. Keep it wrapped in a plastic bag 
until you are ready to install. Check the top occasionally to be sure it 
still has its arch. Occasionally tops will loose their arch and actually 
become concave. If this happens to you, you can simply go over the concave 
surface with a damp cloth and return the top to its plastic bag . It 
should reverse itself. 
34 
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P_r_o_c_e_d_u r_e_: ,, 
1. Select wood for the back th<tt matches the qrain t1nd color of the sides as 
closely as possibl e. The back material shciuld be quarter sawed and bookmatched . 
2. Sand or plane the faces of the back pieces lightly until the grain pattern 
is clearly visible. 
3. Locate the edges to be joined. 
4. Make a butt joint on the back pieces using a jointer. Strive for a perfect 
joint. 
5. Some luthiers recommend that rosewood backs be "depitched" before they are 
assembled. The natural oil in rosewood does present special problems in 
gluing and finishing on occasions. Builders will sometimes attempt to 
remove some of the oil from rosewood by s·oaking it in acetone. Others 
simply wipe acetone over the surfaces to be glued just prior to gluing 
to remove surface oil and hopefully produce a better joint. Mr. Haile 
has used both of the above techniques but most of the time he will simply 
be sure that the rosewood surfaces to be joined have just been freshly 
cut and glues with hot animal glue without special treatment. He seldom 
has a joint failure. 
( 
6. Prepare the inlay strip for the back . Make sure that the strip you prepare ( 
is long enough to make the inlay for the end of the lower bout . The back 
will require about 20" and the end of the l ower bout about 511 , a total 
length of 25 11 to 26 11 • The inlay strip should be made so that it is the 
same thickness as the back and no wider than 1/411 • It is usually made by 
ripping a piece of rosewood on a small table saw to l/811 x 3/16" x26", 
then rip two strips of 1/28 11 mapl e of holly veneer l /8 11 x 26 11 • These three 
pieces of wood are then glued together with hot animal glue. The easiest 
way to clamp this assembly while the glue dries is to simply wrap the 
pieces with rubber bands from end to end. After wrapping the strip be 
sure it is reasonably straight before setting it aside to dry. It can 
easily become twisted with rubber band pressure. 
7. After the glue has dried on the back inlay strip it must be carefully 
trimmed square in cross section on a small table saw. 
8. Make a dry run assembly of the back joint with the inlay installed. Refer 
to the sketch below. 
ROSEWOOD 







9. If the di·y nm checks out proceed tu glue tile back µieces together usinn the 
same clampinq procedure that was used to glue the top together. (page 29) 
✓ ;iJ.) -
10. Plane or sand the back to final thickness (.090") Be sure that both faces 
are flat and smooth. ,, 
11. Layout a center line on the back assembly. 
12. Using the center line as a guide layout the outside shape of the back using 
your pattern. 




Prepare the material for a back reinforcement strip 1/8" x l8"x r'/8". The 
grain on this piece must run across the 'b/811 dimension. 
~vt 
Round over the top surface of the back reinforcement strip. Hold the strip 
in a device such as the one shown below and sand the top surface to rough 
shape with a portable dis~ sander. After disc sanding smooth with hand 
sanding to the shape shown below. 
Locate and glue in the back reinforcement strip. 
process since the strip tends to slip off center. 
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17. Prepare tile 1vood for tile four bad stru ts 3/tJ" x 3/4" x 16". Use quartered 
spruce anrl ma hoqany . The annual rin~s on these pieces should be vertical 
Oil the 3/4" dimension as· shown below. ( 
,, 
18. Cut a curve on the bottom edge of each of the four back struts . This curve 
_wi l l form the arch of the back. It is actually an arc segment of a circle 
with a radius of 25 feet. This curve \-Ii 11 cause the back to be about 1 /8" 
higher in the center than it is at the edges. The simplest way to cut this 
curve is to made a shaper or over-arm pin router j ig to hold the strut 
blanks and cut the shape against a shaper collar or pin using a straight 
cutter. Refer to the drawing below. 
STRAIGH"t' ROIJTES~ $IT ----
I I 
) " / 
ROUT~P. TA6L.S. 
19. Shape the top edge of the back struts on a belt sander to the parabolic 





20. Locate the back struts as sho1vn in t ile drawing on the following rage. 
21. Ci1rcfully s,1w c111ct cliiscl i1w,1y the h,,rk rr.inforc0111l~nt strip undr!r ci1ch 
strut so the strut will tontact the back all the way across . 
22. A back strutting board such as the one shown "i n the drawing below should 
be prepared so it can be used to glue in the back-struts. 
5 l a X 14 SiRtPS ClJT---
CON CAVE ON iOP 
TO \\I\A,C.1-\ £:SACK ARCH1 
SPACIE:O TO MATCI-I 
STRUTS 
.......... 
23. Glue in the back struts using the strutting board. 









25. Trim a1-1ay excess back reinforcement strip to make room for the tail block 
and the neck heel. 
26. Sand the back and struts through 220 grit. 
27. Engrave your name and date on the reinforcement strip. 
28. Brush on two coats of 50/50 lacquer sealer to the inside of the back, 
leaving the areas to be later glued uncoated. 
37 
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CLASSICAL G UlTAR BACK ( 
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The asscmb ly of the guitar begins as soon as the ~)'<.,. neck and sides 
are complete. The guitar body is assembled in the mold. 
Procedure: 
1. Put one of the guitar sides in the mold with the mold gate in place. Clamp 
it to the side of the mold so it fits snugly. 
2. Mark this side to its finished length using the center line of the mold as 
a guide. 
3. Repeat steps one and two above for the second side. 
4. Cut the sides to finished length on a bandsaw. Be sure to make the correct 
angle layout and cut the end of the sides that will fit into the s lot in the 
neck. 
5. Remove the mold gate and olamp the neck in place on the mold using the center 
line as a guide. 
6. Prepare ten 1/8" thick shims to be placed between the mold and the top of 
the sides when they are in t he mold. These shims are used during the assembly 
of the sides to the neck and tail block. They create space which will later 
be filled by the top. 
7. Place the sides in the mold and in the slot in the neck. Cl amp the sides to 
the mold and check for fit. Be sure that the sides are in contact with the 
1/8" shims. . --e>µ , :--1'? 
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Apply hot animal glue to the neck, sides and wedges and dfiy~
1
;the we~ in 
place securing the sides to the neck."~~~~2ure that the ~ge~fit to the 
bottom of the slot. As soon as both ~ •s' have been driven in place the 
neck/side assembly can be removed from the mold and the excess glue removed. 
10. Prepare the wood for a tail block 7/8" x 4 3/8" x .3 1/2". Mahogany is usually 
used. 
Shape the tail block to a cross section similar to the one sho1-vn below. 




The part of the tail block which is glued to the sides must be sanded. until 
it fits the assembly mold perfectly. You can rub blue chalk on t he end of 
the mold where the tail block f its and rub the block up and down in this 
area. The blue chalk will locate high spots . Continue fitting until the 
entire surface of the block is blue from the chalk. 
13. Clamp the neck/side assembly back the mold, being careful to line up on the 
center line. 
14. Put some wax paper between the mold and the·sides in the area of the tail 
block joint. This will prevent the sides from being glued to the mold . 
15. Apply hot glue to the sides and the tailblock and clamp the block in place. 
The end of the block should be touching the bottom of the mold and the sides 
should be resting on the 1/8" shims. Allow this assembly to dry in the mold. 
lG . Remove the neck/side assembly from the mold and prepare to cut the slot for 






17. Clamp the tailblod in a. holding device like the one shown belo1v. 
.,, 
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18. Carefully layout and cut the slot for the tail block inlay using the center 
line as a reference. Use a razor saw and a sharp chisel to make thi~ slot. 
The s lot should be cut so that the inlay will be flush with the surface or 
slightly above flush . 
19. Glue in the inlay and clamp . 
20. Prepare the wood for t he top lining blocks. These blocks can be made from 
basswood or mahogany. You should cut out several strips with cross sections 
like the ones shown below. You will need more two degree blocks than square 
ones, 48" of 2 degree material and 28" of 90 degree material. 
90°---1 I ,· :/1·> I 1 ,--
_l__l] f . t 21 I I. 5 s - 2.0 / 8 8 ·-• ---~ ,- l --< : L---·· •\-1 -/ : t- ',,. # ;, _-; :.. : fl. t- / J / B [)., .,, . ) t. 
21. Cut the liner s t ri ps into short blocks about 3/8" l onsi. Leave a short 
sr.ction 0 f sti·ip lllll'.Ut Sl) you cun rnstn111 cut some ri cers to fit into specific 
areas. Keep the two de~iree and 90 degree blocks separated, it is easy to 
get them 111ixed up. 
22. Install the tapered 11101d shim in the lower bout area and tape it in place. 
Install the cardboard shims in the upper bout and neck area with tape. 
23. Sand a 2 degree angle on the top end of the ta i lblock. A special sandinq 
block like the one shown below can be useful for th i s purpose. 
6ulTAR SIDE 
SAND P.A PER TACJ<eO 
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24. Check the fit of the top to the neck recess. Correct the fit if necessary. 
The top should be flush with the top of the neck. 
25. Place the top in the mold being careful to center it on the molds center 
line. 
26. Place the neck/side asse~bly in the mold over the top, center and clamp. 
Check to be sure that the sides are resting against the top and that the top 
is resting against the mold shims around the edges. 
27. Glue in the small liner blocks around the entire top with hot glue. It is 
easier to handle these blocks if you first place a block on the end of a 
sharp knife, then apply glue to the block. The knife is then used to push 
the block in place. This is a single sprea~ gluing operation with glue on 
the blocks only. No clamps are applied, simply push them in place and leave 
them to dry. This is a fairly slow operation and wil l usually take at 
least an hour. Remember to use two degree blocks from the sound hole 
around the lower bout and 90 degree blocks from the sound hole around the 
upper bout. 
28. Sand and clean up the top/side assembly in the mold. Sand with 220 or f iner 
paper. 





30. Brush on two coats of 50/50 lacquer sealer or 50/50 Deft to th0 interior of 
tilt;? asse1:1bly, sanding li•gtitly between coats. Hhen the last cottt is dry, 
polish it with 4/0 steel wool. Leave the area for the back liner uncoated. ,, 
31. Sand the sides, tail block and neck heel block to.fit the back. Use a 
portable disc sander and a hand sanding block for this purpose. Check the 
accuracy of the sides frequently with a flat chalk board and blue chalk . 
Take your time with this operation and fit the back carefully. 
32. Prepare two strips of back liner from either mahogany or basswood. The 
strips should be approximately 36" long and match the cross section and 
details shown below. 
t 
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33. Glue in the back liner using hot glue and spring clamps. 
34. Sand the liner to a two degree angle to fit the back using a portable disc 
sander and block sanding. 
35. Locate and cut away areas in the liner for the back struts so the back fit 
against the liner perfectly . 
36. Make a dry run back assembly using mold bolts and blocks. Be sure that the 
back fits without sags or dips. 
37. Apply hot glue to the liner and the back and glue it in place. Be sure to 
center· it carefully with the center line. This is another operation which 
requires speed because of ~he fast setting glue. Get someone to help you. 
38 . After the glue has dried remove the bolts from the mold and unscrew half of t~e 
wood screws in the base of the mold so the mold side can be sprung open 
slightly. Remove the guitar from the mold. 
( 
( 
30. Brush on two coats of 50/50 lacquer scaler or 50/50 Deft to thr in terior of 
the asse1nbly, sandin9 lightly between coats. \·Jl1en the last cocit is dry, 
polish it with 4/0 steel wool. Leave the area for the back liner uncoated. 
31. Sand the sides, tail block and neck heel block to.fit the back. Use a 
portable disc sander and a hand sanding block for this purpose. Check the 
accuracy of the sides frequently with a flat chalk board and blue chalk. 
Take your time with this operation and fit the back carefully. 
32. Prepare two strips of back liner from either mahogany or basswood. The 
strips should be approximately 36" long and match the cross section and 
details shown below. 
LUilJU ITLUllJ Jt 
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39 . You are finished with the mold now and it can be stored away until the next 
guitar. 
40. Sand and true up the guitar sides. ,, 
41. Sand and true up the top. Sand across grain with -180 & 280 grit paper to 
true up and then sand with the grain to smooth out the cross grain scratches. 
Coat the top with one coat of 50/50 lacquer sealer. Brush it on. 
42. Sand and true up the back using the same procedure as with the top. except 
t he sealer coat is not necessary on the back. 
43. Prepare the binding strips and inlays. The bindings can be prepared by 
bending a blank of 1/8" rosewood just like a guitar side. Set up a special 
router operation and saw off four l/4" wide binding strips from the blank. 
Cut an inlay slot in each binding strip using another special router set-up. 
Prepare maple or holly veneers for binding. The finished bindin9 should 
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44. 
t' '~1vv 
tP/ t c.,} pr . 
Set up a special portable router attachment and cut the rabbet for the \ J': -}~ 
binding. It is best to first make a light cut, climb cutting, and then J i)r . 
finish the cut to full depth. The climb cut wilflielp e11m1nate outside 
chip out. Cut the rabbet so that the binding just barely comes above the 
top surfaces. 
.R.OUTE.R &Ase .SI-ti MMt:D 
ROllTER 
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( 
45 . Cut away tile end of the neck heel using a rortabl e router and i'I straiqht 
bit. Guide from the yuitJr bdck. 
_/ ROUTER 
46. Finish cutting the binding rabbets by hand in the neck are~ on both the 
top and the back. f. .. , · ' · , • • • ..., ,~. , ... -
1 ' 
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47. Fit one piece of binding to the rabbet and cut to length. Apply glue to -~ 
the binding and veneers and to the rabbet itself, use H ;' is hide glue~~ 4 • 
~Jl-ew:::f:e:f: rnora i!i!iORll'lly time. Tape the binding and veneer in place using 
nylon reinforced tape. Always fit the binding to the waist or the smallest 
bend first and locate the joints on the center line. Be sure during this f~ 
process that the binding is fitting firmly against the sides of the rabbet. 
Use a push stick to push it in place while applying tape. This operation (). ' 
requires two people. ~~yf✓ 
. \ 
48. Apply all four binding strips following the procedure suggested above. 
49. Remove the tape after an over night drying period. -JJ~i:!'DS 




True up and sand the binding. File and sand over the edges 
comfortable radius around the guitar body. 
The guitar body is now essentially finished except for final sanding. 
You should finish sanding the top now and prerare for the installation 
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Place the finger board on the neck and place the b~idge on the top i n its 
approximate final location. Lay a long straight edge across the finger board 
and bridge. Check the distance between the bottom of the straight edge and 
the top of the guitar just below the sound hole when the straight edge is 
held 1/8" above the 12th fret and 1/16" above the end at the nut location. 
The distance from the bottom of the edge to the top should be approximately 
7/16" and you should also have about 1/8" reserve at the saddle location. 
If the space under the straight edge is more than 7/16" thin or taper the 
fret board blank until the space is correct. 
Carefully locate and mark the f ret slots using a fret ruler . Mark the fret 
slots so their location can be seen from the edge of the board. 
Set up the small table saw with a blade that wi ll make a kerf to fit the tang 
---...__of the fret wire . The kerf width will vary with different kinds ·of fret wi re . 
· ~~r .025 kerfs seem to .fit most medium gauge wire, however, you should 
~several practice kerfs and test the fit of the wire to be sure . Another 
way to determi ne the kerf width is to carefu ll y file away the small spurs on 
the tang of the fret wire unti l only the tang remains and then measure the 
tang thickness with a micrometer. The kerf width should equal the tang widt h. 
5. Set the depth of cut on the saw so i t wil 1 cut a slot about 1/32 11 deeper 
than the tang is long. 
6. Cut the fret slots on the small table saw. 
7. Layout the finished width of the finger board 
board as a guide . The finger board shoul d be 
wi de at the sound hole. 
using the center l ine of the 
2" wide at the nut and -r-t-,f-2" -t,J,/"-:f 
Z~J/t p 
Saw off the excess finger board width using a band saw . Jo i nt the outside 
edges smooth with light cuts on a joi nter. 
Layout the sound hole curve on the lower end of the fret board . 
Saw out the sound hole curve on a bandsaw and fi l e and sand smooth. 
The finger board is now ready for instal l ation. Classical guitar finger 
boards are usually not inlayed with any sort of markings. 
'17 
CLASSICAL GRT~G[ FAGRICATlON 
( 1. Prepare a bridge blank from quartei~ sawed rosewood or ebony 3/8" x 1 3/16" x 
( 
\ 
7 1/2". You 1\lill find it easier to prepare t1\lo or three blanks at once leav i ng 
them 16" or 24" in length for some of the machining operations. 
2. Locate and saw or rout an 1 /8" wide s 1 ot for the saddle. Refer to the bridge 
details on the following page. 
oCZ. 
3. Saw of,rout away rabbet for the tie-block inlay. 
4. Shape the part of the bridge around the saddle slot on a over arm router or 
shaper. 
5. Bandsaw off the excess thickness on wi ngs of the bridge. 
6. Sand the bottom of the bridge to fit the top of the guitar. Use a special 
curved sanding block for this purpose. The bridge should fit the top perfectly. 
7, Round over the top surface of the wings with a file and sanding. 
8. Hand cut the remaining portion of the tie-block rabbet. 
9. 
10. 
Carefully layout the string holes in the tie-block. The outside holes Should 
be 2 3/8" QC and all others equally spaced . 
~ ••,:;,1~-
Drill'~ holes 9e4-ng sure..-to drill the two holes -fo1 the la, ge bass 5t1 trrgs 
~e'f:--f::9t:fr. It is important that the hol es be below the tie-
block rabbet. You must also be sure that they will not be too close to· the top. 
11. Prepare the inlay for the tie-block. Bone and wood veneers are usually used 
for this purpose. 
12. Miter the inlay to fit the tie-block and glue in place. You can use rubber 
bands through the string holes to hold the inlay strips in place while the 
glue i~ dry~~- .,-_. _/J +" .-.A.-U ~!re.,..JL L1.b. - F..-{JI£ $ I (/._~ tr,.!. UV,(,.(Ti V"fl 
13. Eile aA-d--~-aoo--the--tie.~lock. inl~ Finish· shaping and sanding the entire 
bridge. 
14. Apply a coat of brown paste filler to the top surface of the bridge and allow 
to dry. It is easier to fill the bridge before it is glued to the guitar top. 
Be sure not to fill the bottom surface which will later be glued to the top. 
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INSTALLING THE FINGER BOARD AND BR IDGE 
1. Carefully locate the finger board on tl1e neck beinq sure to leave enough 
space for the nut and also locate the 12th fret over the neck body joint. 
Place two long straight edges along each side of _the finger board and · 
carefully center the finger board over the sound hole . It is important 
that the guitar strings are centered over the sound hole. 
2. With the finger board dry clamped in position locate the bridge. The 
bridge must be centered on the finger board. Locate the bridge by measuring 
12 frets plus the appropriate compensation from the 12th fret to just inside 
the front edge of the saddle slot . Once you have determined the position 
of the bridge, mark its location l ightly with a pencil on the guitar top. 
3. Locate and install two small brads in the under side of the finger board. 
Cut off the heads of the brads and file the ends to a point. These brads 
will help prevent the finger board from sliding when gluing. 
4. Install a heavy temporary nail in the neck 'at the nut location. This nail 
will also prevent sliding. Refer to the sketch below. 
~---, 
TEN\PCRA~Y N""AIL -=---,.·-·;,·--=-,.::.--_--.~----,..:.-c:-.cz · BRADS·-- UNPER /; ,v : r.:.------- ~T ; 
5. Prepare a heavy glue block to cover fret board. 
\. 
6. Dry clamp the fingerboard assemlby . 
7. Glue on the finger board using hot glue, doub·1espread . Hork quickly and 
accurately. 







'----·- · , 
Prepa1~e a strip of 1/4" ply1vood 1 1/4" 11ide and 7 1/2" long with slots cut 
in it to bridge over the struts under the tor. This block will serve as a 
clamping surface for the bridge clamps. 
"' Tape the bridge clamping block under the top on the bridge reinforcement 
piece with masking tape. 
11. Install two small brads in the under side of the bridge . Cut off the heads 
of the brads and fi l e the ends to a point. These brads will help prevent the 
bridge from sliding when gluing. 
12. Dry cl amp the bridge in place using three or four deep throated guitar clamps 
through the sound hole. Be careful to protect the guitar top during this 
operation. 
13. Glue the bridge in place. Apply glue to the bridge only and clamp. 
14. After the bridge assembly is dry the back of neck can be shaped. 
15. Shape the back of the ne~k using a portable disc sander, knife and file. 
The neck should be shaped to fit a templ ate. It should be uniform and smooth 





16. Cut fret wire strips to rough length. They should be about 1/4" longer than 
the width of the fret board. 
17. Drive the frets in place using a plastic face hammer. Begin at the nut end 
and work toward the sound hole. You may find it necessary to glue in t he 
last fret above the sound hole especially if it is a split fret . A small 
amount of polyvinyl glue across each fret slot will make fret driving a 
bit easier . It will serve as a lubricant . 
. ---·---~-, . ' \~ -~ -~---~ -\~r.r: 
( 
18. Cut the frets flush with the finger board and file smooth. 
19. Check the accuracy of the frets using a very accurate straight edge. 
Locate and file down all high frets with a mill file. 
" 
20. Round over all flattened frets using a fret file: It is best to mask off 
the finger board when filing frets to prevent marring the surface. 
21. Prepare bone for the nut as shown below. 
SPACE . M I oo 1-e .SLOTS 
22. Cut the recess in the neck for the nut. Carefully fit the nut in this 
recess. The recess should be no deeper than 1/16". 
23. Carefully locate the string slots on the nut blank as shown above. File 
( the slots to proper depth using needle files. 
24. Prepare the bone for the bridge saddle. Cut the bone so it fits the saddle 
slot and projects above the bridge enough to allow for a proper playing 
action. The strings should be above the 12th fret about 1/8" as a starting 
place for the action. 
25. Install the tuning machines and string up the guitar. 
26. Adjust the action to fit your playing style. 
27. 'Final sand the entire guitar and apply a finish after the action has been 
refined. 
28. Before finishing the guitar you should mask off the finger board with tape 
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